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ABSTRACT
MODELING, IDENTIFICATION, VALIDATION AND CONTROL OF A HYBRID
MAGLEV BALL SYSTEM
Ahmed Elhussein E. Mekky
Old Dominion University, 2012
Director: Dr. Thomas E. Alberts

In this thesis, the electrodynamics of a single axis hybrid electromagnetic
suspension Maglev system was modeled and validated by applying it to a single axis hybrid
maglev ball experiment. By exploring its linearized model, it was shown that the single axis
hybrid Maglev ball has inherently unstable dynamics.

Three control scenarios were

explored based on the linearized model; (1) Proportional, Deferential (PD) control, (2)
Proportional, Deferential, Integral (PID) and (3) PID controller with pre-filtering. This
thesis has shown that a PID controller with a pre-filtering technique can stabilize such a
system and provide a well-controlled response.
A parametric system identification technique was applied to fit the theoretically
derived model to a single axis hybrid maglev ball experiment. It is known that the
identified model has different model parameters than the theoretically "derived"
parameters. This thesis has examined and discussed the deviation from the theoretical
model. Importantly, it was shown that such a system can be identified by estimating the
values of two parameters instead of five to increase the accuracy.
A Numerical nonlinear simulation was developed for the experiment based on the
theoretically derived and experimentally identified model. This simulation was validated by
real-time experiment outputs.

This thesis is dedicated with love and respect to my parents and family.
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NOMENCLATURE
Ag,Ap Air gap and permanent magnet cross sectional areas, m2
B

Magnetic flux density, T e s l a

fi 0

Magnetic permeability of the free air, H/m

ftp

Magnetic permeability of the permanent magnet, H/m

9t

Magnetic reluctance, A-turns/Weber

<1>

Magnetic flux, Weber

Hc

Permanent magnet coercive force, A/m

lp

Permanent magnet thickness, m

N

Number of turns of the electric coil wire, turns

/ (t)

Excitation current, Amperes

z(t)

Air gap length, m

V

Volume, m3

F(7, z ) Hybrid magnet attraction force, N

g

Gravitational acceleration, m/s2

m

Suspended object mass, Kg

v(t)

Amplifier voltage, volts

R

Electric circuit resistance, Ohm

L

Hybrid magnet inductance, Henry

Ka

Amplifier gain, (No Units)

vii

/c

Command current, Amperes

a l t a 2 Permanent magnet equivalent current and reluctance, (No Units)
Kf

Attraction force constant, H . m — t u r n 2

Ki

Inductance constant, H . m — t u r n 2

r](f,

Effective flux constant, (No Units)

r\g

Effective gap cross sectional area, (No Units)

Kp

Proportional gain, (No Units)

Kd

Derivative gain, (No Units)

Ki

Integral gain, (No Units)
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 INTRODUCTION
Electromagnetic suspension of objects is the foundation for magnetic levitation
(maglev) technology which has been shown to have promise in many applications. The
origin of maglev systems traces back as far back as 1864 [1]. However, maglev suspension
continues to be a challenging field of endeavor.
Maglev technology is valued or highly regarded for eliminating friction due to
mechanical contact and the associated noise, decreasing maintenance costs, and achieving
high-precision positioning [2]. Therefore, it is widely used in various applications, such as
high-speed trains, magnetic bearings, vibration isolation systems, wind tunnel levitation
and photolithography steppers [2].
Generally, maglev systems can be classified into two categories: electrodynamic
suspension (EDS) and electromagnetic suspension (EMS). EDS systems are commonly
known as "repulsive levitation". In those systems, magnets are used to repel the suspended
object from the base as shown in Figure 1. Superconductive magnets or permanent
magnets are always used as the levitation source. However, the repulsive magnetic poles of
superconductive magnets cannot be reacted at low speed so that they are only suitable for
long-distance and high-speed train systems [2]. EDS trains are normally equipped with
wheels to carry them to the levitation speed; however, there are some proposed EDS
systems that can levitate at a stand-still, such as the Korean HTSC system which levitates at
zero speed by using AC superconducting magnets (as proposed to be analogous to DC
magnets). Basically, the magnetic levitation force of EDS is "partially" stable and it allows
large air gaps [2]. Nevertheless, the production process of superconducting magnetic
materials is relatively complex and expensive [2].

leviijtion
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Figure 1: Electrodynamic suspension concept

On the other hand, EMS systems are commonly known as "attractive levitation". In
those systems magnets are used to attract the suspended object towards the base as shown
in Figure 2, and the magnetic levitation force is inherently unstable so the control problem
is more challenging.
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Figure 2: Electromagnetic suspension concept
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Generally speaking, the manufacturing process and cost of EMS are lower than
EDS, but more electric power is required to achieve the same levitation gap. In order to
merge the merits of these two kinds of levitation systems, a hybrid maglev system is
introduced in which a combination of an electromagnetic magnet and a permanent
magnet are used [2]. The magnetic force generated by the additional permanent magnet is
used to alleviate the power consumption for levitation (i.e. the levitation force is primarily
produced by the permanent magnet and the electromagnet is used to control the dynamics
of the suspended object about the required air gap).
Because the EMS system has inherently unstable and nonlinear behavior, it is
difficult to build a precise dynamic model for it. In previous research studies, mathematical
models for many kinds of hybrid maglev systems have been proposed, but there still exist
uncertainties in practical applications [2-8].
In this thesis, a simple step-by-step mathematical model for the dynamics of a single
axis hybrid maglev system was developed. Also, due to uncertainties associated with the
parameters of the model, the derived model was identified to fit a single axis hybrid maglev
ball experiment based on experimental measurements. Furthermore, a numerical nonlinear
simulation for the experiment was built to validate the derived model. Moreover, some
other verification strategies were provided. Given an accurate-enough model to predict the
dynamic behavior of the single axis hybrid maglev ball, a control system was designed based
on the linearized model. Three control scenarios were explored to find a most suitable
control for this type of applications, and it was applied to the nonlinear simulation and the
experiment.
In this chapter, a brief introduction of maglev technology, its types and concepts, is
provided. The literature pertaining to this research is briefly discussed, focusing on EMS
systems, hybrid maglev and dynamic system identification and control. The motivation for
and the scope of this research are provided, and the objectives of this study are addressed.
In chapter 2, a step-by-step derivation of the dynamic model for a single axis hybrid
maglev system is provided. A cylindrical hybrid magnet was used to derive the magnetic
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attraction force and excitation current expressions starting from the basic laws and theories
of electromagnetism.
Chapter 3 focuses on a single axis hybrid maglev ball experiment. The dynamic
model derived in chapter 2 is used to identify a single axis hybrid maglev ball experiment
following the parametric method for systems identification based on experimental
measurements.
Chapter 4 aims to validate the identified model. A nonlinear simulation using
Matlab/Simulink® software is built to simulate the single axis hybrid maglev ball
experiment based on the identified model in order to check the validity of the identified
model and to run tests and collect results for the system without running the actual
experiment. In addition to model validation, theoretical model deviation is investigated to
determine the exact reason for the differences between the identified and theoretical
models.
In chapter 5, a simple control system design is provided for the single axis hybrid
maglev ball experiment based on the linearized model. Taylor series expansion technique
was used to linearize the dynamic model for the experiment, and Routh stability criterion
was followed to design the control system. Three control scenarios have been investigated,
PD, PID and PID with pre-filtering, and then, the most feasible controller is applied to the
nonlinear simulation and the experiment to check the reliability of the chosen control.
In chapter 6, conclusions that can be drawn from this research work are presented.
Furthermore, recommendations for future work are provided.

1.2 MAGNEMOTION INC. M3 MAGLEV
The M3 Maglev system is one of the ongoing research applications that applies
hybrid maglev technology [9]. It was originally developed as part of the U.S. Urban Maglev
Project as an alternative to classical urban transportation means. Development is now
focused on demonstrating operation on an existing guideway at Old Dominion University.
In this application, permanent magnets are used to provide most of the suspension and

guidance forces. In addition, coils wound around the magnets are excited so as to stabilize
the suspension and control the air gap. Hybrid magnets are arranged along the vehicle so
that it passively provides lateral guidance. The same magnetic field that produces
suspension and guidance forces interacts with current in the guideway to produce
propulsive force. The use of permanent magnets in M3 allows doubling the suspension
gap and more than an order of magnitude reduction in onboard power requirements for
suspension [9]. Currently, this vehicle is in the operation demonstration phase on the Old
Dominion University guideway.

1.3 LITERATURE REVIEW
The early history of magnetism is shrouded in antiquity. The word magnetism is
derived from the Greek word magnes, applied by Euripides to an iron ore (magnetite) that
displayed a selective attraction for iron [10]. It appears, from the writings of Lucretius, that
Greeks and Romans were aware that the magnetic iron ore could imbue ordinary iron in
contact with it with its own peculiar property. The science of magnetism made little
progress until the development of the mariner's compass, possibly invented in China in the
latter part of the eleventh century. William Gilbert (cl540-1603), physician to Elizabeth I,
collected in his De Magnete (1600) all that was then known concerning magnetism,
including many of his own observations. From his observations, Gilbert inferred that the
earth itself acts as a huge magnet with poles almost, but not quite, coinciding with its
geographic poles [10].
The magnetic effect of an electric current was discovered in 1819 by Hans
Christian Oersted (1777-1851), Danish physicist and chemist. He found that a compass
needle placed under an electric current takes up a direction perpendicular to that of the
current [10]. This observation, which initiated the subject of electromagnetism, was
confirmed by Andre Marie Ampere (1775-1836), a French physicist and mathematician
who rapidly explored, both theoretically and experimentally, many of its implications [10].
In 1864, James Clerk Maxwell published A Dynamical Theory of the Electromagnetic
Field, in which he accomplished two formidable tasks: summarizing, in a concise
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mathematical manner, the diffuse understanding of electricity and magnetism, and
extending that understanding to predict the existence of electromagnetic waves that
propagate through space. At the time, electrostatics and magnetostatics were more or less
distinct disciplines, each with its own system of measurement and its own definitions and
standards. Furthermore, the classical teachings held that electric and magnetic changes
took place instantaneously at all distances, without the aid of any intervening mechanism.
This referred to as Action at a Distance [11].
The relevant literature to Electromagnetic Suspension dynamics modeling and
control has been studied in order to conduct this research, focusing on hybrid maglev
systems. The following is a brief overview of the most related literature on the topic:

1.3.1

Electricity and Magnetism

Coren [11] provides the fundamentals of electromagnetics from an engineering
perspective. In this book, he provides a simple, fundamental and logical development for
electromagnetic properties (i.e. field, flux, energy, force, etc.) in a way that provides an
insight into the theory without being overwhelmed by the complexity of electromagnetism
details. The magnetic circuit analogy is described in a simple way in [11], which is a very
useful tool to derive electromagnetic attraction force for any arrangement of magnets.
Practical issues in the use of neodymium, iron, and boron (NdFeB) permanent
magnets in different applications have been provided by Marc T. Thompson [12]. In his
study, he provides an analytical approximate modeling of NdFeB systems besides other
practical issues concerning such magnets. The most relevant part of his work to this
research study is the modeling part in which he provides a general way to develop an
approximation for the magnetic flux density and the magnetic flux for NdFeB permanent
magnets. He used the magnetic circuit analogy in order to develop the former properties
neglecting the fringing effect and the wasted flux assuming a small gap between the magnet
and the suspended object.
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1.3.2 Electromagnetic Suspension
Sinha [3] provides the mathematical modeling of a one degree of freedom mass
levitation system. In this book, he provides the mathematical derivation of the
fundamental equations that govern the electromagnetic attraction force and the excitation
current using only an electromagnet for levitation. In addition, it provides the
linearization, stability analysis and control of such an EMS system.
Model realization and control of magnetic ball levitation has been studied by
Omran, Hanasoge and Alberts [13]. In this work, a model, simulation and experimental
validation of a magnetic ball suspension system have been provided. The nonparametric
system identification method was followed to estimate the attraction force for an
electromagnet of a single axis maglev ball experiment as they applied various expressions to
estimate the attraction force until they finally developed a similar formula as provided in
[3] to closely model the attraction force. In their study, they apply the linear least square
method for parameters estimation. Furthermore, they design a simple PID controller and a
gain scheduling PID controller for the system based on its linearized model.

1.3.3

Hybrid Maglev System

A new maglev system for a magnetically levitated carrier system has been presented
by Mimpei, Teruo, Shuji, Noburu and Toyohiko [8]. In this paper, they introduced a zero
power control system for a hybrid maglev carrier. Their main idea is to let the desired (or
the command) levitation gap change in accordance with the carried load in order to
maintain zero-power levitation. The command gap is specified according to the gap
attraction force profile for the permanent magnet, i.e. the permanent magnet attraction
force balances the carried load at the specific gap, in addition to the permanent magnet
they use an electromagnet to control and maintain the stability of the maglev. In their
work, they emphasized the fact that permanent magnet attractive force is inversely
proportional to the gap squared, supporting that by experimental results. They generated
the dynamic model for a hybrid maglev carrier, linearized the model and applied the zero
power control technique to the model and an experimental system. The importance of
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their work to this study comes from the detailed derivation for the system dynamics which
follows the magnetic circuit analogy, the linearization and control of the hybrid maglev
system. However, their derivation is somewhat complex.
Zero-power control of magnetic levitation vehicles with permanent magnets has
been worked out by Chang-Hyun, Han-Wook, Jong-Min, Hyung-Suk, Bong-Seup and
Dong-Sung and presented in the International Conference on Control, Automation and
Systems 2010 [5]. In their work, they mainly carried out the notion that had been
previously proposed in [8] and applied it to a hybrid maglev tester. They developed the
attraction force for the hybrid magnet by simply adding the permanent and the
electromagnet attraction force expressions, i.e. they developed the attraction force for an
electromagnet without the presence of the permanent magnet and derived the attraction
force for the latter in the absence of the former and added the two expressions to represent
the attraction force for the hybrid magnet that contains both electrical and permanent
magnets. The expression produced following this method of derivation is invalid for
negative current. They linearized the hybrid maglev system and designed a feedback control
for an experiment besides building a simulation and providing some simulated results.
A study for a simple controlled permanent magnet suspension system has been
done by David L. Atherton [14]. In this paper, the lift, current and dissipated power for a
block of permanent magnets between two thin iron pole pieces around which the inductor
is wound have been provided. He derived the attraction force for the hybrid magnet
considering only the air gap reluctance and neglected the fringing effect; therefore he calls
it the "best case" model. He proves that the use of a different variety of permanent magnets
on maglev systems can substantially improve the potential performance of the systems;
however, he added that the use of very small control powers may severely limit the stable
dynamic operating range. This paper gives an insight on the derivation of the attractive
force for hybrid maglev systems.
A model of a U-shape hybrid maglev system using permanent and electromagnets
has been identified by Xiao Zhung [4]. In this paper, the magnetic force and the excitation
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current expressions derived in [3] have been provided with some modification to govern
the dynamical behavior of hybrid maglev systems and the parameters of the expressions
have been identified experimentally. He follows the parametric systems identification
method using the linear Least Square estimation method for an experimentally collected
data from a hybrid maglev system. However, he identifies a simple linear model for the
excitation current in his work to minimize the complexity of the hybrid maglev system
identification process. The identification signal used by [4] covers only a range of almost
0.6 mm using five sinusoidal signals added to each other as the identification signal.
Furthermore, he does not provide sufficient validation to the identified model.
A linear feedback control for a hybrid maglev system is worked out by Liming Shi
and Haibo Zhang [7]. In their study, they represent a model for a hybrid maglev system
including the dynamical model and the electrical model. In addition, they provide a design
for state feedback control for the system based on the linearized model. Furthermore, they
applied the designed control system to an experimental hybrid maglev vehicle for
validation.

1.3.4 Dynamical Systems Identification
P.P.J, van den Bosch and A. C. van der Klauw provide a very systematic method of
systems identification in their book Modeling, Identification and Simulation of Dynamical
System [15]. In their book, they give an in-depth introduction on the fields of modeling,
identification, simulation and optimization. They classified modeling of dynamical system
into three categories, i.e. the white, black-box and gray systems modeling. White models
can be derived from prior knowledge of the physical behavior of the system, i.e. developed
based on the physical, electro-technical, mechanical or chemical laws that describe the
dynamical behavior among the variables of the system. If insufficient knowledge is present,
a model can be built based on measurements of the system and in such a case the model is
called black-box modeling. Gray modeling is an intermediate grade between white and
black-box modeling, i.e. prior knowledge of physical laws covers only part of the dynamical
relations of the system and other relations are obtained based on system measurements.
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Two types of parameter estimation were given in [15]: parametric and nonparametric
system identification methods. The parametric type is applied to white and gray models
and the nonparametric type is followed for black-box systems, embedded in each system
identification type there are many parameter estimation methods. The importance of
model validation is emphasized in [15] and some general ways for model validation are
presented. Dynamical systems simulation is discussed in a separate chapter; however, for
this thesis, prior knowledge is used to simulate the single axis hybrid maglev ball
experiment.

1.3.5

Dynamical Systems Control

Ogata [16] provides a very comprehensive treatment of the analysis and design of
control systems. This book covers a wide range of control systems analysis in both
theoretical and numerical aspects. For this thesis,

only the Routh stability criterion

discussed in chapter five of [16] is followed to design the control system for the single axis
hybrid maglev ball experiment. Furthermore, this book provides a deep insight into the
consequences of applying different control scenarios, which was found very useful for the
controller design phase of this study.

1.4 MOTIVATION AND SCOPE
Upon reviewing the literature relevant to this research, it can be seen that many
references provide dynamical models for the single axis hybrid maglev system; however, the
attractive force expressions are not consistent and, in addition, some of the references over
simplify the model in order to reduce the complexity of the dynamical analysis and the
control design for the system. As a result, extra adjustment is required to cover the
dynamics deviations between the theoretical model and the actual system. In this thesis, a
step by step derivation for a single axis hybrid maglev system is worked out and the
nonlinear dynamical model is identified to produce as close a model as possible to the real
application.
Some of the reviewed studies follow the nonparametric identification method to
come up with a valid and satisfactory model for conventional maglev systems, i.e. using
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only electromagnets for levitation; however, this method for identification is more timeconsuming and less insightful on the physical significance of the model compared to the
parametric method for system identification. Therefore, for system identification the
parametric systems identification method is followed to model the single axis hybrid
maglev ball in this research.
Most of the reviewed literature avoids or does not provide a rigorous validation of
the provided model by comparing experimental and simulated results. Consequently, when
they design the control system based on the provided model and apply the controller to the
real system, they come up with different results than they expected. Here, a rigorous
validation is made for the derived model by providing experimental results alongside the
simulation results. Furthermore, the designed control based on the model is applied
directly to the experiment and the nonlinear simulation without adjustments and the
results are represented in an overlay fashion.
As mentioned previously, EMS systems are essentially unstable and, as a result,
designing a control system is a substantial issue for those systems. Most of the reviewed
studies on the control of hybrid maglev systems use a state feedback control method which
requires the availability of all the states for control. However, in this study, a simple PID
with pre-filter is found quite satisfactory for such an application.
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CHAPTER 2
HYBRID ELECTRO-MAGNETIC FORCE AND EXCITATION
CURRENT MODELING
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Modeling is the art of creating mathematical descriptions of physical, chemical or
electrotechnical phenomena. These descriptions have to be relatively simple, yet accurate
enough to serve the purpose of the modeler (Kheir, 1990) [15].
In this chapter, mathematical models for the attraction force and the excitation
current for a single axis hybrid magnetic levitation system are developed in detail. Although
some of the references provided models for such systems, the models are not consistent nor
are they supported by detailed derivation.
Electromagnetism is a complex field of study, and it is associated with uncertainties
and nonlinearities; however, in this chapter, a simple approach to estimate the magnetic
attraction force for a single axis hybrid magnetic levitation is developed.

2.2 THEORETICAL MODELING
Hybrid magnets consist of an electromagnet and a permanent magnet to provide
the levitation force for the suspended object. The suspension force is primarily provided by
the permanent magnet; however, its magnetic flux is not controlled. Therefore, the electric
magnet is used to control the dynamics of the suspended object about the desired
levitation gap.
Generally, the magnetic attraction force depends directly on the produced magnetic
flux density; consequently, to estimate the magnetic attraction force for hybrid magnets,
the magnetic flux density for hybrid magnets should be estimated first.
The excitation current model for the single axis hybrid maglev system is derived to
account for the presence of the permanent magnet. The effect of the permanent magnet on
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the electrical circuit appears in the induced electrical potential due to the rate of change of
the magnetic inductance and the excitation current.

2.2.1

Magnetic Flux Density For Permanent Magnets

Rough order-of-magnitude modeling of the amplitude of the magnetic field
produced by a high-strength permanent magnet can be done by using magnetic circuit
modeling in cases where air gaps are relatively small [12]. Using magnetic circuit modeling,
magnetomotive force (MMF) is analogous to voltage, flux (<t>) is analogous to current, and
the proportionality constant relating MMF and flux is magnetic reluctance. The magnetic
circuit model of a permanent magnet of length (lm) and cross-sectional area (/4m) is
shown in Figure 3 below. The MMF source is (//c/m), where (Hc) is the coercive force of
the magnet. The magnetic reluctance (5Rm) inside the magnet is given by [12]:

m' *m

m

cm

Figure 3: Magnetic circuit model for the permanent magnet

=

where

C2_1)

is the permanent magnet permeability. In general, the magnetic

reluctance may be expressed as follows:
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Path length
* = TT77-

:
r
(ji)(Cross — sectional area)

(2 - 2)

The magnetic flux ($ra) and the air gap flux density(f?m)for the permanent
magnet can be approximated as follows:

( 2 ~3 )

B„ « y1

(2-4)

^g
where A g represents the air gap cross-sectional area. This approximation method
ignores the leakage flux and the three-dimensional end effects, i.e. assuming a uniform
flux, but is useful for a rough estimation of flux density [12].

2.2.2 Magnetic Flux Density For Electromagnets
MMF for electromagnets is found by NI(t) [3], accordingly, the same analogy used
for the permanent magnet can be used to approximate the flux density (Oe) and the air
gap flux (fie) for the electromagnet as follows [3]:

W(t)

A
c

~

Be*-f

«
(

«
}

(2-6)

where N is the number of turns of the electrical coil and /(t) is the instantaneous
current that passes through the coil and generates the magnetic flux.

2.2.3 Attraction Force For Single Axis Hybrid Magnets
Starting with Maxwell-Faraday's law that relates electrical and magnetic fields, i.e.
the curl of the magnetic field vector E is equal to the negative rate of change of the
corresponding magnetic flux vector, as follows:
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(2-7)

Applying Stokes's theorem [11] to equation (2 — 7) yields:

J

(V x E ). n d s =

d
E.rdl = - ~

J

B.nds

(2-8)

where T is a unit vector tangent to the path I -that bounds the surface area S -at
each point, and Tl represents the normal unit vector to the surface area S.
The term on the middle of equation (2 — 8) is the line integral of E which
represents the voltage, or energy per unit charge, or the potential change between the limits
of the integral!11]; accordingly, equation (2 — 8) can be written as:

(2-9)

The field strength within a long solenoid shown in Figure 4 is given by 111):

N
H = nl = - /

/

A/ turns

n

Figure 4: Long solenoid (electromagnet)

(2 - 10)
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In increasing this current from zero to its final value necessary for the specific H
field, the changing flux induces an opposing Electromotive Force (EMF) according to the
Faraday-Lenz law, which must be overcome. By considering only the magnitude, from
equations (2 — 8) and (2 — 9):

d
dB
v = N — (BA) = NA—
dt
dt

(2-11)
K

}

The factor N in this expression is due to the fact that Faraday's law describes the
voltage generated in a single loop. If N turns are in series, the total voltage is the sum of
their individual voltages.
From equations (2 — 10) and (2 — 11), the power expended by the current source
is [11]:

dW
d B HI
dB
P = — = vI = NA — .— = V H —
dt
dt N
dt

(2-12)
K

J

since the volume enclosed by the windings is V = A l . It follows that the rate of
change of magnetic energy density, Um = W/V, is:

dUm
dt

dB

= H.—

dt

(2-13)

In the linear case, B = fJ.H, so equation (2-13) can be written as follows:

dUm

ww

dH

d (
( 1\

dt
Integrating equation (2 — 14) with respect to time yields the magnetic energy
density:

Um = ^ H 2 = ^ H . B

(2-15)

Integrating this magnetic energy density, equation (2 — 15), over a volume
containing a magnetic field gives the total magnetic energy in the volume.
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f1
1
W = \-H.BdV =-H.BV

(2-16)

In the case of a magnetic circuit collection, this integral becomes a sum over the
various circuit component volumes:
1
W =^H'Biv'

V-n)

When the parameters change in a magnetic circuit, there is an energy change, and,
as a result, the constraining force, Fx, which opposes the change of the circuit parameter X
is given by:

dW

1 dH.BV

dx

2

FX=~T = r—3
x

(2 - 18)
K

dx

J

If the changing parameter is the distance, as in our case, equation (2 — 18)
becomes:

F

1dH.BV
1
< = 2 — = Z

H

-

B A

IB2A
= —

P-19>

where A is the cross-sectional area that the magnetic flux passes through normally,
and H denotes the magnetic permeability of the medium.
Accordingly, for single axis hybrid magnets, i.e. the changing parameter in the
magnetic circuit is the air gap, the magnetic attraction force at any instant of time is given
by [3, 11]:

B2A
F(I,z)=—£

(2-20)

where B is the overall air gap flux, A g is the air gap cross-sectional area and fi 0 is
the air magnetic permeability.
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For the experiment configuration in which the permanent magnet is placed in the
iron core of the electromagnet as shown in Figure 5, the attraction force is derived using
the equations developed previously in this chapter as follows:

Permanent
Magnet ->vj

Conical Tip-

Figure 5: Electrical and permanent magnets arrangement for the study system

For the permanent magnet:

AgHoHclp
p

P ^

_

(±E2lv+z\
\ Apfij, + Z )

AgfipHclp

H o Hclp

(

}

^

Here z is the air gap length and the subscript (p) is used to refer to the permanent
magnet. In this configuration, cross-sectional areas for the permanent magnet {Ap) and the
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air gap G4g) appear to be equal as shown in Figure 5 ; however, because of the effect of
conical tip, as will be discussed in Chapter 4, they cannot be equated [13].
For the electromagnet:

I

L

z

Mp

Mg

9? = 3? + 3 1 =—E— J
P

8

_
+z
Agn0\Apiip

=

(2 - 24)

Agn0NI(t)
e

Bp

(2 - 25)

~ ( A g H o l1
'+*)
\ ApUp
fioNldt)

Agn0NI(t)
~

(2 - 26)

ApUp
Now, the overall flux density which is produced by the hybrid magnet in the air gap
is given by:

Ho N I ( t )

B = Bp + Bn =

V-o Help

(2 - 27)

GSH
Then the attraction force for the hybrid magnet is found by substituting
equation (2 — 27) into equation (2 — 20) as follows:

)

Mo w ( ^ + / ( t )

F(I,z) =

/AgH 0 l p
\

Apfip

f z

fx0AgN2
2^o

2

C^ + 'w)
CCH

(2 - 28)

Equation (2 — 28) is very similar to the expression for the attraction force using
only the electromagnet assuming that the electrical current passing through the coil is a
combination of a constant current (representing the permanent magnet) and a time varying
current (representing the electromagnet). Following this methodology, it is convenient to
express the attraction force for the hybrid magnet as [7]:
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(2 - 29)

where I e q is the equivalent current that produces the overall magnetic flux, and z e q
is the equivalent air gap.
Notice that the reluctance of the air gap between the suspended object and the top
pole of the hybrid magnet was not modeled since it is classified as big air gaps reluctance
and it is very complex to derive its expression. However, the purpose of this derivation was
to develop a mathematical structure that can be identified to fit the actual system.
Therefore, identification process will correct this expression to encounter for that
reluctance.

2.2.4

Electrodynamics Modeling

The electrical model for the electrical circuit consisting of an inductance and
resistance, as shown in Figure 6, has already been provided by (3], but it has been derived
for single axis maglev system using only an electromagnet. However, it can be adjusted to
govern the hybrid system as follows.

R

+
<>

WW
m

v(t)

L

<s

Figure 6: Electrical circuit model for the hybrid magnet
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Applying Kirchhoffs law to the electrical circuit shown in Figure 6, the
instantaneous voltage across the magnet winding u(t) is given by:

lift) = M(t) +^[£(z„,/„)/„&)]

(2 - 30)

where R is the total resistance of the inductor, and L { z e q , l e q ) is the hybrid magnet
inductance as a function of the equivalent air gap and the equivalent current. The current
amplifier is modeled simply as constant gain (Ka) with the current feedback loop as
follows:

(2-31)

v(t) = KaOc-I)

The second term on the right hand side of equation (2 — 30) can be expanded as
follows:

d
d
^[^C^eg' ^ec?)^et?(0] = leq (0^ \.^{.zeqi ^eq)]

d

L(zeq, leq)

[^eq(0]

(2 — 32)

The equivalent current (Ieq) is the sum of two currents (/p) which is constant and
a time varying current (/). Therefore, the time derivative of the equivalent current is
simply the time derivative of the instantaneous current as shown below:

^ M 0 ] = /(0

(2-33)

The magnetic inductance for the single axis hybrid magnet is derived as shown in
the following steps [3, 11]:
According to Lenz-Faraday's law, the voltage induced by the changing magnetic
field is given by [11]:

dLI
(2

Applying the chain rule to equation (2 — 34) yields:

-34)
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d<t> _

d<D

dLI _ d L I

(2 - 35)

N~dt~ NdU*~dt~~dt

Equating the middle and the right terms on equation (2 — 35):

d4>
N — = 1 => Nd<t> = d L I
dLI

(2 - 36)

Integrating both sides of equation (2 — 36) and solving the resulting equation for

L produces:

L(zeq, Ieq

)— *eqN & T

(2 - 37)

where Or = <t>p + <J>e is the total magnetic flux. The reluctance of the iron core is
assumed to be negligible compared with the reluctance of the air gap [3J. Substituting
equations (2 — 3) and (2 — 5) into (2 — 37) to produce the inductance of the hybrid
magnet:

,(
, \_
^\zeqi'eq) ~

N2Ato

n^+/(o

flQN2Ag

j
•eq

= L(zeq)

(2 - 38)

"eq

Then, applying the chain rule to equation (2 — 38), the first time derivative of the
magnetic inductance can be expressed as follows:

sW*J] =

8L(zeq,Ieq)8z
6z

St

H0N2Ag .
(2 - 39)

^eq

where i is the first time derivative of the displacement. Equations (2 — 31)
through (2 — 39) are substituted into (2 — 30) so that the electrodynamic model for the
hybrid system become as follows:

KaUc ~ 0 = « / ( 0 + K t )

z eq

~ Iequ.it)

z eq

(2

- 40)
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Equation (2 — 40) describes the electrodynamic behavior of a single axis hybrid
maglev system. It can be noticed that equation (2 — 40) is similar to the electrodynamic
model for the conventional maglev system (using only an electromagnet for levitation)
provided by Sinha [3] except for the inductance voltage terms, which have been affected by
the presence of the permanent magnet in the electrical circuit.
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CHAPTER 3
SINGLE AXIS HYBRID MAGLEV BALL SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The construction of a valuable model requires a thorough understanding of the
process under study and, additionally, of modeling techniques. The modeling process
consists of several consecutive steps, as illustrated in Figure 7.

Prior knowledge-

Models

i

'arameter estima ion
Simulation
Measurements
Observations

i

-> Validation
I

Figure 7: Modeling, parameter estimation and simulation process

Generally, there are two model identification methods: the nonparametric and the
parametric identification methods. The nonparametric method identifies the system only
based on its inputs and the corresponding outputs; this type of modeling is employed when
there is not enough knowledge about the mathematical models to describe the behavior of
the process. The parametric method identifies the system, based on a model structure
derived from the theory, and the parameters in the structure are obtained based on the
inputs and outputs for the actual system. In this study, the parametric method was
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employed, assuming that sufficient knowledge related to the mathematical formulation was
available to describe the system behavior.
The "qualitative" model represented by equations (2 — 29) and (2 — 40), which
was derived in Chapter 2, is used to describe the dynamic characteristics of the process.
Such a model describes the relations between physical quantities of the hybrid
electromagnetic attraction force on a suspended object as a function of the excitation
current and the suspended object position. Usually, a "quantitative" model is required.
However, generally, the nonlinearities and uncertainties associated with these quantitative
variables limit our ability to come up with an accurate quantitative model by directly
applying the qualitative model. Consequently, parameter estimation schemes have to be
used to obtain proper values for model parameters.
There are two main bases for the deviation of the actual single axis hybrid maglev
ball system from the theoretical equations. These are the relatively wide operational air gap,
which leads to a considerable fringing effect, and the conical shape of the hybrid magnet
core tip, which leads to considerable magnetic flux leakage.
An experiment using the actual system was executed to generate the raw data for
the identification using a suitable input signal which is one of the main factors that affect
the identification accuracy. The linear Least-Square method is implemented to estimate the
unknown parameter.

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The single axis hybrid maglev ball experiment consists of a copper coil that has 493
turns, a cylindrical piece of a neodymium-iron-boron (Nd-Fe-B) permanent magnet with a
1 in (0.0254 m) thickness and a 3 in (0.0762 m) diameter was placed inside an iron
cylinder with a conical tip as shown in Figure 8. The iron piece with the permanent
magnet was fitted and fastened inside the coil to form a hybrid magnet when the current
passes through the copper coil. The current is sent into the coil through a Pulse Width
Modulated (PWM) power amplifier. The object to be suspended is a steel ball with
diameter of 0.0635 m. Attached to the ball there is an aluminum leg with a target at its
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end, to be located using a laser sensor to determine the position of the ball. The weight of
the suspended object is 1.1 kg. A combination of two sensors was used to determine the
position of the ball because of the wide operating gap; both sensors were laser based
position sensors (Sunx LA 511 and L-Gage). A switching algorithm was developed to switch
the imported reading between the sensors to cover the operating air gap.
An 8-pole Butterworth filter is used for anti-aliasing, and a digital low-pass filter
incorporated in the control code is used to filter the noise in the position signal. A
National Instruments data acquisition card is connected to a PC104-Plus computer, both
of which are used for data acquisition and control. The data acquisition system is operated
through Matlab/Simulink ®, using the xPC target environment. The sample rate is 14
kHz.

The Hybrid
Magnet

MAG IM FT

Stretched and
Lower Target

The Power
Amplifier

The
Suspended
Object

Figure 8: Experimental set up
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3.2.1 The Permanent Magnet
The permanent magnet is a neodymium-iron-boron (NdFeB) material, which is an
important component of powerful contemporary magnets. Neodymium is element number
60 on the periodic table, one of the so-called "rare earth" elements [17]. Neodymium itself
actually is not very rare and is more plentiful in the earth's surface than more familiar
elements such as lead and tin. However, it is relatively difficult to separate from its ore,
making it fairly expensive [17].
This type of magnet was first introduced in 1983 as a new generation of rare-earth
magnets by Sumitomo Special Metals and General Motors [12]. Throughout the years,
significant improvements have been made in the magnetic strength and thermal stability of
these permanent magnet materials [12], opening up new applications in large-scale systems
such as motors, bearings, maglev and eddy-current brakes as well as other transportation
applications such as hybrid vehicles. The reasons behind its widespread use are its large
attraction force, thermal stability and resistance to demagnetization.
The permanent magnet has the following approximate physical properties:

Table 1: Physical properties of the NdFeB magnet
Property

Description

value

Hc

Coercive Force

873.344 * 103 A / m

Br

Remenant Magnetic Flux Density

1.253 T

P

Density

7400 m3

Vr

Relative Recoil Permeability

1.05

The magnetic flux density of the permanent magnet used, while it is assembled
inside the electrical coil, was measured experimentally throughout the operating gap and
the attraction force was estimated using equation (2 — 7) as shown in Figures 9 and 10:
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Figure 9: Measured magnetic flux density for the permanent magnet vs. air gap
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Figure 10: Calculated levitation force for the permanent magnet vs. air gap

Upon placing the permanent magnet in the system, a constant current was sent to
the electrical coil to make sure that the polarity of the permanent and electromagnets
agrees, and it was found that they do not agree due to the direction of the applied current;
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consequently, the electrical input to the coil was reversed, i.e. the negative output from the
Power Amplifier was connected to the positive side of the coil wire, which lead to a reverse
current through the coil. This modification will require some changes in equation (2 —
40) when applied to the electrical circuit.

3.2.2 Sensors Switching Algorithm
To increase the operating gap for the experiment as a requirement of the
permanent magnet addition, two laser based sensors are used, one of them senses the
upper surface of the ball and the other senses the lower target of the leg. To guarantee a
smooth switching between the sensors, a switching algorithm was implemented in the
operating module in MatLab ® using Simulink xPC Target (as shown in Figure 11).

CD—* Int

-KZ)

Out! •

upptr Mfltor

TJtolt_Upp«f»»n»or
upper lUrt point of avtraginQ

U£.
Stopl

i—*u_n i
Stop2

CD

• llll

0ut1

low* lUrt point ofiwaging

T_Vtft_Lo#«r Mcoor

Figure 11: Simulink ® model of the sensors switching algorithm
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The algorithm applies a weighted average in the mutual region and gradually
switches between the sensors to become fully targeted by the lower sensor when the object
is out of range of the upper sensor and vice versa. The mutual region is adjusted carefully
to avoid blind spots and to achieve smooth operation.

3.3 MODEL IDENTIFICATION
The parametric system identification process begins by forming the model
structure. Equations (2 — 29) and (2 — 40) that were derived in Chapter 2 will be used
to describe the system's dynamic behavior. The iron core tip of the hybrid electromagnet
was designed to have a conical shape so that the contours of the magnetic flux, shown in
Figure 12 between the sphere and the cone lead to more lateral stability. However, this
pattern of the magnetic flux violates the assumptions that are considered to derive the
dynamical equations (uniform flux and no fringing effect). As a result, the theoretical
equations cannot be applied to the system directly and it would be simpler to identify them
experimentally [13].
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Flux lines:

+ Magnetic flux density

t\ v..

Figure 12: Magnetic flux lines for the Hybrid magnet arrangement with zero current

The method that was followed to identify the system [4, 13] is as follows:
•

A simple controller is manually tuned to stabilize the system. Simple PD controllers
were found to be satisfactory for stabilizing single axis maglev systems, and their
effectiveness has been proved in the literature [4, 13]. As a result, a simple PD
controller was manually tuned for the single axis hybrid maglev ball system.

•

A suitable identification signal that covers a wide gap and maintains the stability of
the system was chosen and the corresponding output was recorded. The input
signal should be chosen carefully because it is a main factor controlling the accuracy
of the identified model.

•

The command current and the current output were recorded in order to identify
the electrodynamic system.
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•

A suitable dynamic response was recorded separately to be used for the
identification. In addition, the corresponding ball position, command current and
the output current were recorded.

•

The curve fitting toolbox in MatLab ® was used to generate smooth curves for all
the recorded properties in order to estimate the unmeasured states.

•

The generated curve for the output ball position was used to generate the
instantaneous velocity and acceleration of the ball.

•

The generated curve for the output current was used to generate the instantaneous
time derivative of the current.

•

Newton's Second Law was applied to the suspended object to estimate the
parameters of the magnetic force equation.

•

Kirchhoffs law, i.e. the electrical model derived in Chapter 2, was applied to the
electrical circuit to estimate the parameters for the excitation current equation.

•

The linear Least Square technique was followed to identify the unknown
parameters.

3.3.1 Controller Tuning
Since electromagnetic suspension systems are highly unstable [4] especially when
they use hybrid magnets for levitation [8], it has been a requirement to use a controller to
stabilize the system in order to be able to identify its governing equations. After the
experiment was set up, a PD controller was manually tuned to stabilize the system but not
necessarily to produce a well-controlled response. The chosen PD parameters are Kp =
-2500 and Kd = -42.5.

3.3.2 Identification Signal
Many signals were applied to the experiment in order to identify the system, but the
best one was found to be a simple sinusoidal signal; the signal and the corresponding
response for the experiment are shown in Figure 13. The amplitude of the sinusoidal signal
is adjusted to cover a wide air gap range about the equilibrium position of the suspended
object, i.e. the position in which the permanent magnet can hold the suspended object
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independently without any excitation current (zero current position). The advantage of
using such signal is that it maintains the system in the dynamic state without breaking its
stability. As a result, the identification signal period can be extended enough to increase
the accuracy of the identification.
There was significant noise in the experimental measurements, as it appears in
Figures 13, 14 and 15; this noise was mostly 60 Hz. Accordingly, it was believed to be
caused by a grounding issue. However, the frequency of the associated noise was out of the
bandwidth of the targeted dynamics. Therefore, it will not affect model identification.
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Figure 13: Identification signal and the system response
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Figure 14: Current command for the identification signal
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Figure 15: Output current for the identification signal
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3.3.3 Chosen Identification Data and The Fitting Curves
A period of six seconds was chosen as an identification window, which is relatively
long compared with data from the literature [4]. The chosen outputs are shown in Figures
16, 17 and 18. The curve fitting toolbox in MatLab® was used to fit the chosen signals and
the corresponding outputs; the fitted curves are shown in Figures 16, 17 and 18.
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Figure 16: Gap output and its fitted curve for the chosen period
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Figure 17: Current command and its fitted curve for the chosen period
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Figure 18: Current output and its fitted curve for the chosen period

3.3.4 Estimated Inputs
For the governing equations used for the dynamical system identification, the first
and the second time derivatives of the gap alongside with the first time derivative of the
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output current are considered as inputs. Although those states are not measured, making
use of mathematics, the time derivatives may be estimated geometrically by calculating the
slopes of the fitted curves. The estimated time derivatives are shown in Figures 19, 20 and
21.
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Figure 19: Estimated velocity of the Ball
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Figure 20: Estimated acceleration of the Ball
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Figure 21: Estimated first time derivative of the output current
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3.3.5 Identification Equations
The system to be modeled consists primarily of two sub-systems which both have to
be modeled to mimic the behavior of the hybrid magnetic suspension system under study.
The mechanical sub-system describes the motion of the suspended object and the forces
acting upon it. This sub-system will be described by simply applying the Newton's second
law on the suspended object. The other sub-system is the electrodynamic system, which
describes the electrical circuit and the excitation current for the hybrid electromagnet.

3.3.5.1 Dynamics Equation
The hybrid electromagnetic attraction force equation (2 — 29), which was derived
in Chapter 2, is applied to the single axis hybrid maglev ball system in order to describe the
system's dynamics as follows:

(2 - 29)

where:

(3-1)

(3-2)

Applying Newton's second law, the dynamics of the single axis hybrid maglev ball
system shown in Figure 22 could be derived as follows:
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Figure 22: Free body diagram of the system

m z = —F(/,z) + m g

(3-3)

where F ( I , z ) is the hybrid magnet attraction force, and g is the gravitational
acceleration. This expression ignores the aerodynamic resistance.
Substituting equations (2 — 29), (3 — 1) and (3 — 2) into (3 — 3), the equation
of motion of the suspended object can be written as follows:

m z = -MgN2

H c lm
N

f/(t)

It
+ Z
L AmUm

+ mg

(3-4)

Dividing by the mass of the suspended object, collecting and renaming the
constants, the equation of motion becomes:
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Kf Q-i + KO
z = -•
m a2 + z

(3-5)

+9

where:

a, =

Helm

(3-6)

N

a2

K

(3-7)

=

f=

fi0AgN2
(3-8)

2

The parameters a1( a2 and Kf need to be identified.

3.3.5.2 Electrodynamics Equation
Equation(2 — 40) is used to identify the electrical circuit of the single axis hybrid
maglev ball system as follows:

K a Q c - / ) = R I ( t ) + /(t)

u0N2Aa

~ Ieq(t)

u0N2Aaz

••eq

2

9

(2 - 40)

*eq

The electrical circuit equation can be rewritten as follows:

KaQc ~ 0 =

+ Kt)

K,
(«2 + Z)

(di + /(t))

KtZ
(a2 + z)2

(3-9)

Here ax and a2 have the same expressions as in equations (3 — 6) and (3 — 7),
and Ki has a similar expression as Kf in equation (3 — 8) multiplied by 2.

3.3.5.3 The Auto-Regressive Form Using An Exogenous Input (ARX) Of The
Governing Equations
Dealing with models, either for simulation, prediction or design, becomes easier if
the number of parameters in the model is definite and preferably small. Definite here
means that the used expression is not one of the infinite series, such as Fourier series,
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which are used to model dynamical systems when following nonparametric systems
identification techniques. Also, it is useful to write the model in a parametric time-domain
model representation [4, 15] such as the ARX form.
The measurable states are z , z , I c , I and /, and g is a constant. The parameters

av a2, Kf, Ka and Ki are to be identified. The (ARX) form, equation (3 — 10),
represented as follows!15]:

(3 - 10)

y = [0H©]

where y and <f) are vectors that consisting of the known or measured states and 0 is
a vector consisting of the unknown parameters.

3.3.5.3.1 The Auto-Regressive Form Using An Exogenous Input (ARX) For The
Equation Of Motion
Rearranging, equation (3 — 5) becomes:

K f ai + /(t)

= g - z

(3-11)

= y/g~z

(3 - 12)

a2+z

m

Taking the square root of both sides:

h
m

+ /(t)

a2+z

Separating the unknowns:

k (a
m

x

+ /(t)) = (a2 + z)yjg - z

(3 - 13)

Rearranging again, the equation of motion becomes:

=

i ( t )J|+ a l

Kf
m

~

9-z

(3 - 14)
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Equation (3 — 14) can be written in the ARX form as follows:

y = [<Pi

<Pz

r®i
< N e2
83

(3 -15)

where

(3 - 16)

3.3.5.3.2 The Auto-Regressive Form Using An Exogenous Input (ARX) For The
Equation Of Electrodynamics
Rearranging, equation (3 — 9) becomes:

K a ( I c - 7) = -7?7(t) + K t

7(t)

z ( a t + /(t))

(a2 + z)

(a2 + z)2

7(t)

z(ax + / CO)
(a2 + z)2

(3 - 17)

Separating the unknown parameters:

/?/(t) = ATa(/c - /) - ^

(a2 + z)

(3 - 18)

The ARX form of the electrical equation becomes:

y = [<pi

<P2]^g

(3 - 19)

where

= RI, <jPi = - 7/z + a 2 + z(7 + a x ) / ( z + a 2 ) 2 , (p z = l c - 7,

= Kt andd2 = Ka

(3 - 20)
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3.3.6 Parameter Estimation Using The Least Square Method
The Linear Least Square method is one of the parametric identification methods
that belong to the family of Prediction Error Methods (PEM). These methods are based on
the minimization of a cost function, which is the sum of the squared prediction errors.
Given measurements of inputs and outputs, and given a model structure in the ARX form
with unknown parameters, the Linear Least Square method estimates the unknown
parameters according to the following equation:

6LS = (,<f> T 4>)

(3 - 21)

where 0 L S is a vector consisting of the estimated values for the virtual unknowns, <p
is a vector consisting of the virtual inputs and y is a vector consisting of the virtual
outputs.
A Software tool using MatLab® has been built to estimate the unknown
parameters using the linear Least Square method. The software tool is contained in the
Appendix. Applying the candidate data and the ARX equations for the dynamic and the
electric models of the system to the software tool yields:

0LS D

=

0.00215"
0.1000
L—0.0070.

(3 - 22)

0.0065
11.7858

(3 - 23)

Applying equations (3 — 16) and (3 — 20), the unknown parameters are:

a x = 46.5894
a 2 = 0.0070
K f = 5.0678e - 06
K a = 11.7858

Kt = 0.0065
Accordingly, the modeling equations (3 — 5) and (3 — 9) become:

(3 - 24)
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z=

5.0678e - 06 46.5894 + /(t)
m

0.0070 + z

+9

(3 - 25)

.
0.0065
> 0.0065 *z
f
11.7858(/ c - /) = -K/(t) + /(t) , ftnAtTn , ^ - (46.5894 + /(t)) •
(0.0070 + z)
(0.0070 + z) 2
(3 - 26)
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CHAPTER 4
MODEL VALIDATION
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Identified models always include uncertainties. Therefore, a means to evaluate the
correctness or validity of the model is necessary. The validity of the model has to be
examined in order to increase our confidence in it. Without proving its validity, the model
is worthless [15]. System identification is an iterative process starting with the mathematical
structure build-up through parameter estimation and concluding with model validation. If
the validation process indicates that the model is not good, then some or all of the other
stages should be changed starting from the mathematical model and proceeding through
the experiment set-up, along with the input signal selection for the parameter estimation
method. In general, a different set of data, other than the identification set, is used to
validate the model. The most straightforward way is to compare real and simulation
outputs for the same conditions and inputs. If they differ too much, it will be concluded
that the model is invalid. This type of validation is called face validation [15]. The degree of
accuracy is a rather subjective criterion. To prove the validity of the model, validation was
established by showing that it is not invalid; thus, the validation process is sometimes
called the invalidation process. In this chapter, different methods and strategies to validate
the model have been employed, most of them are of the face validation type.

4.2 DIRECT APPLICATION OF THE IDENTIFIED EQUATIONS
Equations (3 — 25) and (3 — 26) were utilized for the ball position and the
output current respectively and the input data, which was used to identify the system, was
then applied to those equations to compare the outputs of the identified model with the
outputs from the actual system. The results have been plotted in an overlay fashion for
comparison, as shown in Figures 23 and 24.
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Figure 23: Identification gap output for the real and the identified systems
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Figure 24: Identification current output for the real and the identified systems

Comparing the direct application of the identified model and the actual system
output in Figures 23 and 24, it is very clear that the identified model is valid.
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4.3 STATIC FORCE OF THE PERMANENT MAGNET
The levitation force of the permanent magnet with respect to the air gap was
estimated experimentally, as discussed in Chapter 3. For greater convenience, the
identified model for the hybrid electromagnetic force was applied with respect to the air
gap and with zero excitation current to simulate the static force of the permanent magnet.
The two attraction forces are represented in Figure 25.

250
Experimentally estimated lev. force
Identified mode] lev. force
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z

J
100
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0.015
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0.025
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Figure 25: Experimentally estimated and identified model static levitation force for the
hybrid magnet vs. air gap

The two curves match closely in both magnitudes and profile shapes compared with
the results provided by [8], which proves the validity of the identified model.

4.4 NONLINEAR SIMULATION
A nonlinear model using the MatLab simulation platform (Simulink ®) has been
built to mimic the behavior of the hybrid maglev system using the identified model. The
Runge-Kutta 4 package for numerical integration has been applied for the integration. The

block diagram for the nonlinear Simulink® model is shown in Figure 26. The model
divided into three subsystems as described in Figure 26:

©

iX f<3

Figure 26: Numerical nonlinear Simulink ® model for the system
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4.4.1 Amplifier Subsystem
The amplifier subsystem simulates the electrical circuit, taking the current
command, output current and the ball position as inputs to generate the corresponding
required current. The block diagram for the amplifier subsystem is shown in Figure 27.

G>
lc

Amplifier Gain
Constant
ixdUdtl
•1
Cufftnt Pirtmtttr

y

du'dt
dt/dt

X

-0-©(inl)xdUOt

h-KD
Integrator I out

Irvdudanoft mod*
G#p p«r»mtter

Figure 27: Nonlinear Simulink ® model for the electrical circuit

4.4.1.1 Inductance Model
The inductance subsystem takes the ball position as an input to generate the
corresponding inductance. The block diagram for the inductance sub-model is shown in
Figure 28.
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Math
Function

Inductance Parameter

Constant

Figure 28: Inductance sub-model

4.4.2

Electromagnetic Force Subsystem

The electromagnetic force subsystem generates the hybrid magnet attraction force,
using the current output and the ball position as inputs. The block diagram of the
electromagnetic force subsystem is shown in Figure 29.

Fh

»CD
Hybrid m*gn«t attraction

Foroa Parameter
Math
Function 1
Constant

Gap Paramatar

Figure 29: Hybrid electromagnetic force sub-model

totem
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4.4.3

Ball Dynamics Subsystem

The ball dynamics subsystem applies Newton's second law, taking the hybrid
magnet attraction force as input and producing the ball position as an output by
integrating the acceleration twice. The forces that act on the ball are the gravitational force,
the hybrid electromagnetic force and the pedestal force. The pedestal force is basically the
initial static force required to move the ball from its at-rest state. The block diagram for the
ball dynamics subsystem is shown in Figure 30.

Gravity

Clodi

To Worispacel

1/M
speed

Velocity

Scope

KD

Positicn
Stand Subsystem

Figure 30: Ball dynamics sub-model

4.4.3.1 Stand Subsystem
The pedestal force was modeled as a spring damper combination that operates only
when the ball is in its initial position [13]. The spring and damper coefficients have been
adjusted manually, based on the peak output current required to move the ball from its
static state. A switching block has been used to discontinue the pedestal mechanism when
the ball starts moving. The stand subsystem block diagram is shown in Figure 31.
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Product

spring switch
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Kspring
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Figure 31: Pedestal force sub-model

4.4.4 Simulation Validation
The nonlinear simulation was run using three PD controller settings, and the
results were overlaid with the corresponding outputs of the actual system using the same
settings for the controller. For the first two controller settings, two different signals were
tested, and for the third setting, only one signal was tested. The results are represented in
an overlay fashion as follows:
4.4.4.1 CASE 1-Sinusoidal Signal
Using the identification signal, shown in Figure 13, with the associated controller
set, Kp = —2500 and
Figures 32-34.

= —42.5, the real-time and simulated histories are shown in
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Figure 32: Real-time and simulation outputs for Case I
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Figure 33: Real-time and simulation outputs for Case 1 zoomed in at the box shown in
Figure 32
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Figure 34: Real-time and simulation current outputs for Case I

4.4.4.2 CASE II-Step Signal
Using a step signal of (0.005 m) which is considered as an extreme signal for this
kind of applications with controller gains Kp = —2500 and d = —42.5, the real-time and
simulated histories are shown in Figures 35-37.
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Figure 35: Real-time and simulation outputs for Case II
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Figure 36: Real-time and simulation outputs for Case II zoomed in at the box shown in
Figure 25
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Figure 37: Real-time and simulation current output for Case 11
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4.4.4.3 CASE Ill-Sinusoidal Signal
Using a sinusoidal signal with different amplitude, levitation position and
c o ntroller setting than in Case I. The controller gains were Kp = —2500 and Kd = —51,
the real-time and simulated histories are shown in Figures 38-40.
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Figure 38: Real-time and simulation outputs for Case III
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Figure 39: Real-time and simulation outputs Case III zoomed in at the box shown in Figure
38
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Figure 40: Real-time and simulation current outputs for Case III
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4.4.4.4 CASE TV-Step Signal
Using a step signal of (0.003 m) with same levitation gap as in case III and a
controller with

Kp = —2500 and d = —51, the real-time and simulated histories are

shown in Figures 41-43.
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Figure 41: Real-time and simulation outputs for Case IV
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Figure 42: Real-time and simulation outputs for Case IV zoomed in at the box shown in
Figure 41
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Figure 43: Real-time and simulation current outputs for Case IV
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4.4.4.5 CASE V-Sinusoidal Signal
Using a sinusoidal signal with an amplitude of 0.001 m, a levitation position of
0.0254 m and the controller gains were Kp = —2500 and Kd = —34, the real-time and
simulated histories are shown in Figures 4446.
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Figure 44: Real-time and simulation outputs for Case V
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Figure 45: Real-time and simulation outputs for Case V zoomed in at the box shown
Figure 44
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Figure 46: Real-time and simulation command current for Case V
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4.4.5 Simulation Results Interpretation
It is clearly seen in Figures 32 through 46 that the identified model describes
closely the actual hybrid magnetic suspension system for both dynamic and static states.
Some differences appeared in Case II; the reason for the difference is that the output signal
exceeded the gap range of the identification. However, the frequency of the simulation
output still matched the frequency of the actual system output.

4.5

DEVIATION OF THE THEORETICAL EQUATIONS
The identified model has the same structure as the theoretical model and it has

already been shown in this chapter that the identified model closely describes the behavior
of the actual system. However, the parameters of the theoretical model can be calculated as
follows:
Employing the values of the characteristics of the system in the theoretical
equations

(3 - 1) and (3 - 2):

j

=5c|m

/

f

x

(3-1)

z

(3-2)

yields:

873.344 * 103 * 0.0254
493

+ l i t ) = 44.9958 + /(t)

z

(4-1)

Ki t h = M g N 2 = 4 * n * 10~ 7 * 4932 * n * 0.07622 = 0.005571

2

2

0.002786
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Comparing the parameters of the identified and the theoretical models, equations
(3 — 24) and (4 — 1), it is clear that:

K hn

* KU

ai

x

th

<*1/

where K l t h is the theoretical value of the inductance constant, K l { is the identified
value of the inductance constant, altfl is the theoretical value of the equivalent current of
permanent magnet, and alf is the identified value of the equivalent current of the
permanent magnet.
The theoretical values for the other parameters in equation (2 — 28) were
significantly different from the identified values. Accordingly, some further study to seek
the reason behind that deviation was conducted.
As shown previously, the magnetic attraction force is directly proportional to the
square of the magnetic flux density. Thus, the theoretical and the measured magnetic flux
densities with respect to the air gap were plotted together for comparison as shown in
Figure 47.
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Figure 47: Measured and theoretical magnetic flux density for the hybrid system

It is seen that the magnetic flux density plots neither match the magnitudes nor
profile shapes. To explore the reason behind the difference, a Comsol Multiphysics ®
simulation was implemented to the hybrid system with zero current and the results are
shown in Figures 48, 49 and 50.
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Figure 48: Magnetic flux density contours for the hybrid system
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Figure 50: Magnetic flux lines for the hybrid system
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Figures 48, 49 and 50 show that not all of the magnetic flux lines pass vertically
through the center of the hybrid magnet tip because of the conical shape of the core tip
Accordingly, equation (2 — 27) can be adjusted to account for the lost flux as follows:

(4-2)

where rj^ represents the percentage of <t>T that passes vertically through the hybrid
magnet tip, and 7]g represents the effective air gap cross-sectional area, i.e. the area that the
magnetic flux passes through vertically.
Employing equation (4 — 2) in equation (2 — 28), the hybrid magnetic attraction
force becomes:

F(I,z) = n 0 Ti g A g N 2

(4-3)

Now comparing the theoretical and the identified equations, the new parameters of
equation (4 — 3) become:
r}9 = 0.28937
= 0.07934
In other words, the system can be identified by determining only the values of these
two parameters, and that would lead to a more accurate model; as a result of reducing the
number of unknown parameters!15].
The identified parameters for the electrical circuit, in equation (2 — 40), closely
approximate the theoretical ones, since the lost flux does not affect the performance of the
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electrical circuit; it is affected only by the total generated flux. Furthermore, the area in the
inductance expression, equation(2 — 40), represents the area through which the overall or
total magnetic flux passes vertically, i.e. the magnet core cross-sectional area.
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CHAPTER 5
LINEARIZATION AND CONTROL
5.1 INTRODUCTION
Modeling and identification are never goals by themselves, but they are tools to
facilitate the study of real-life systems, e.g. analysis and control.
In this chapter, the single axis maglev model that was derived in Chapter 2,
identified in Chapter 3 and validated in Chapter 4, is used to design a control system for
the hybrid maglev ball experiment.
The design process was started by linearizing the model, investigating the dynamics
of the system using the Routh stability criterion for three control strategies; and then, the
feasible controller was applied to the nonlinear simulation and the hybrid maglev
experiment.

5.2 MODEL LINEARIZATION
In the following, the single axis hybrid maglev model was linearized using a Taylor
expansion about an equilibrium state, which was considered, in this study, to be the
levitation gap.

5.2.1 Dynamic Model Linearization
A Taylor expansion for the dynamic model, represented by equation(3 — 5), after
dropping higher order terms yields:

SF
2

U./o

SF
F0
~§i U.'o J ~ ~ + 9

+ 1

F 0 = mg

(5-1)

(5-2)

Here, F denotes the hybrid magnet attraction force, m the suspended object mass,

z0 the equilibrium position for the suspended object, and /0 the excitation current at the
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equilibrium height. The last two terms on the right-hand side of equation (5 — 1) cancel at
the equilibrium state.
Substituting equation (3 — 5) into equation(5 — 1), the coefficients for the gap
(kz) and the excitation current (kj) on the linear dynamic model are as follows:

SF
( / 0 + Lp )J 2
k,= — L , =-2K, K°
z ~ Sz | Z 0 , , °
f (
. ^
^
SF
(/0 + lv)
61

(5-2)

(zo+zP)

where /p represents the equivalent current for the permanent magnet, and z p is the
equivalent reluctance due to the presence of the permanent magnet.
Substituting equations (5 — 2) into (5 — 1) yields the linear dynamical model:
2 K, (/„ + t p f

=

z=

_

2 K, (/„ + /,)

~* z

171

~*/
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(Z0 + Zp)

(5 — 3)

(z0 + Zp)

5.2.2 Electrical Model Linearization
The electric current model, represented by equation (3 — 17), is linearized using
Taylor expansion as follows:
Solving equation (3 — 17) for /:

.

IR,

/=-rr(Z +

»

Zp)

(/ + /p)

Ka

\Z + Zp)

til

,

.

+ f — ^ - . i + -?.(/c-/)(Z + Zp)

Kl

(5-4)

A Taylor expansion for equation (5 — 4) about the equilibrium state, after
dropping high order terms, yields:

. _ si
^ ~ ^ §Z

.si
^ $z ^Z0'^0'Wc0

si_
^

si
Iz 0 ,z0 ,'0,'c0

g J 1*0^0.Wc0
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By definition, all the time derivatives of the states are zero at the equilibrium. As a
result:

io = o

(5-6)

The coefficients of the states in equation (5 — 5) were found by calculating the
first derivatives of equation (5 — 4) with respect to the individual states evaluated in the
equilibrium state, as follows:

iz ~

Sz

lzo.zo,/o.'c0 ~

,
<*

K{

^

+ z

^2 *z0

co

o)

_ Oo + Ip)
iiUi,
(Zo + Zp)

'< ~ «/ ' Z o - Z o J o ' , c » " K, 'z°

+

" + (z0 + 2p)

K, 'Z°
%

t
Kti
c

Kl*y

5/c 'Z0^0.'o./c0

-

JQ VZ0 +

ZpJ

where z 0 , z 0 ,1 0 , I Cq denote the equilibrium states for the single axis hybrid maglev
model.
Thus, substituting equations (5 — 6,7) into equation (5 — 5) provides the linear
model for the electrical model:

/ = k. i z *z + k k * z + ki.*l + k i l c * l c

(5 - 8)

5.2.3 State Space Representation and Transfer Function of The Linear Model
The state space representation of the linear model based on equations (5 — 3,8)
was represented as follows:

x - Ax + Bu
y = Cx + Du

(

)
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where x represents the first time derivative of the states X,u is the system input and

y denotes the system outputs. For the linear single axis hybrid maglev x, x, U and y were
chosen as follows:

z
X= z
i.
z
X- z

(5 - 10)

I

u= h
y=z
The factoring matrices A, B, C and D for the linear model were thus:

1

0

A = _K
m
V
B=

0

0 "I
_fk

kh

m
kk\

0 '
0
k(.c .
.

(5-11)

l

C = [ 1 0 0]
D = [0]
It is clear that the linear model depends upon the equilibrium states. At the
equilibrium state or the steady state, the rate of change of all the state variables is zero and
the only independent variable that determines the linear model is the equilibrium position
of the suspended object (z0). The steady state position was selected and the other steady
state variables were accordingly calculated as follows:

• z0, is constant (the chosen levitation gap).
•

Zq — 0.

•

Since z

0

= 0, then, substituting in equation (5 — 3) yields:

(zq + zp)

/p

Since I Q = 0, then, substituting in equation (5 — 4) yields:

(5 - 12)
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(K a - R\
(5-13)

'c0 = ' » ( - V )

Accordingly, the equilibrium constants can be calculated by substituting equations
(5 — 12,13) into equations (5 — 2,7) as follows:

SF
(/„ + L)2
k z = — |z , = - 2 K f — ^
' ( Zo + I v f
SF
^=T7k/o =
<5/—

_ si

2

(/„ + L )
^'
;(
Z0

+

_ l0R

—RIQ _
~
Kl

K - fa \z 0 ,z 0 ,i 0 ,i c o
_£/

iz

jr

lz0,z0,/0,/Co

0

£5 _

14)

(/p + /p)

5i lz0,zo,/o.'c0

(Zo

fc I 0 ,z 0 ,i 0 ,i Co «ii
- — \z
-^
^iic —

ZP)2

—

K

+ Zp)

Ij fizz 0 t
+ zzpj
1

Vz0

z p)

Given the linear model and its state space representation, the transfer function can
be represented as follows:

j- = C(sl - A)~ X B + D
'c

(5-15)

Substituting equation (5 — 11) into equation (5 — 15) yields:

*k

7

T
c

=

m* K
kT—nf
F~
s3 - k it . * s 2 + (-f * k t + z % ) * s - k u * - z
i
\m
mJ
i m

(5 "

16)

Substituting equations (5 — 14) into equation (5 — 16) yields the single axis
hybrid maglev transfer function:
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z

z

2Kf (/p + fp)

Kg,

"•(^7

K>(z°

+ [ ( ^-£ ) (z«+zp)] •

s 2

n
+ zp}

- [ ( ^ -£ ) ( z » + % ) ] •

(5 - 17)

Table 2: Single axis hybrid maglev ball parameters
Parameter

Description

Value

Magnetic force constant

5.0678e — 006 H . m — t u r n 2
0.0065 H . m - t u r n 2

Ki

Inductance constant

Ka

Amplifier gain

11.7858

Zp

Permanent magnet equivalent reluctance

0.0070 m

b

Permanent magnet equivalent current

R

Coil resistance

Zo

Selected equilibrium height

46.5894 Amp

1.1 n
0.0252 m

Applying the system parameter values provided in table (5-1) into the equilibrium
constants expressions equations (5 — 14) yields:
/0 = 0.3975 Amp
I Co = 0.3604 Amp

kz = —670.2484 N/m
k t = 0.4593 N/Amp
kiz = 0.0000 Amp/(m.s)

(5-18)

k i z = 1459.2211 Amp /m
kk = -52.9358 1/s
kt. = 58.3850 1/s
He
'
Accordingly, the numerical state space representation and the transfer function for
the linear single axis hybrid maglev model are:
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0
A = 609.3168
. 0.0000

1

0

0
1459.2211

-0.4176
-52.9358.

0

B=

0
.58.3850.

C = [1

0

(5 - 19)

0]

D = [ 0]

z

s3

-24.3794
+ 52.9358 * s2 - 32254.6763

(5 - 20)

The dynamic behavior of the linear model of the single axis maglev system can be
extracted by exploring the roots of characteristic polynomial, i.e. the denominator of
equation (2 — 20). However, it is more useful to represent the root locus of the linear
model because that will provide more insight on the dynamic behavior of the system. The
root locus of the linear model of the single axis maglev ball system is shown in Figure 51.
In previous studies, negative compensation was found to be a necessary condition for the
stability of the single axis maglev ball using only electromagnet [13]. Therefore, the negative
root locus of the system was generated and plotted in Figure 52.
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Figure 51: Positive root locus of the hybrid maglev open loop transfer function
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Figure 52: Negative root locus of the hybrid maglev open loop transfer function
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Unlike the conventional single axis maglev system (using only electromagnets) [13]
which has three real poles, Figures 51 and 52 show that the linear model of the single axis
hybrid maglev ball experiment has one real unstable pole and two stable complex conjugate
poles. The instability caused by the unstable pole will require feedback compensation to
stabilize it since the migration path of the unstable pole always goes towards the right hand
side of the s-plane.
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5.3 SYSTEM CONTROL
5.3.1 PD Control
It was shown, previously in Chapter 3, that PD controllers can successfully stabilize
the system. However, the PD controller was tuned experimentally. In this section, a PD
controller was designed based on the linear model and following Routh stability analysis as
follows:

*

The Plant (G)

z

Figure 53: Block diagram of the closed loop plant with PD controller

The closed loop transfer function for a plant with a PD controller, shown in Figure
53, is:

z
zc

GppG
1 + G PD G

(5-21)

where the transfer function of the PD controller is expressed as follows:

Gpp — Kp + Kds
Expanding and manipulating equation (5 — 21) yields:

(5 - 22)
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num(G P D ) * num(G)
zc

_^

den(G P D ) * den(G) + num(G P D ) * num(G)

The closed loop for the linear single axis hybrid maglev ball with PD controller was
found by substituting equations (5 — 17,22) into equation (5 — 23) as follows:

(s

2c

s3

-k't *s2 ~ K ' m ' V " (k>t*m

+ K

_24)

'm'k%)

Now, applying the Routh stability criterion [16] on the closed loop transfer
function expressed by equation (5 — 24):

ki

i
s

1

s*

k

jii

k, ,
.
k7 . „ kt , \
k '(t * K"d -m£ * k i'ic + (\ k i , * m
- ^ + K pp-m
^ * k '<c)
i )

s

o

11

kz ,

m

h

~ ( k u * — + Kvp - * k i ic
i )
\ ' m
m
)
(5-25)

ki

rr
(ki.* — + K
p — * k il . )
p
\ 1 m
m
< c)

For the stability of the system, the following conditions should be satisfied [16]:

kk < 0
Kd< 0
ki.k 7
1

l'c

K ' > - k "( Ka+ ^k)
The first condition in equation (5 — 26) is already satisfied as equation (5 — 18)
showed. The second condition requires that the derivative gain always be negative to
maintain stability. The third and the fourth conditions of equation (2 — 26) provide the
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upper and lower bounds for the proportional gain. Applying equation (5 — 18) into the
two last conditions in equation (5 — 26) yields:

-52.9358 * -670.2484
r.»o»r.o— < -1323.08
0.4593 * 58.3850
(
-670.2484 \
Kpv > 52.9358 Kad + »
roonrJ > 5 2 . 9 3 5 8 * ( t f d - 2 4 . 9 9 4 1 )
1
V
0.4593 * 58.3850/
^ a
KD <

_ nn\

A PD controller that satisfies equations (2 — 26,27) was designed and applied to
the linear single axis hybrid maglev model, as shown in the block diagram in Figure 53.
The root locus for the linear system with the controller-equation (5 — 24) is shown
in Figure 54. The step response of the closed loop system with the PD controller was
generated as shown in Figure 55.

G P D l = - 1800 - 51 s

(5 - 28)
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Figure 54: Closed loop system with the designed PD controller root locus
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The square symbols in Figure 54 show the positions of the roots of the closed loop
system with the designed PD controller. The complex conjugate mode produced a second
order response since they had nonzero imaginary components; however, their position in
the s-plane produced a well damped mode. All the closed loop system roots were far from
the origin which produced a steady state error. Both the steady state error and the
overshoot could be reduced by reducing the proportional gain, as clearly shown by the
migration path of the augmented closed loop root locus. However, doing so will slow down
the response of the closed loop system.

Step Response
4 :
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Figure 55: Step response of the closed loop system with the designed PD controller

Figure 55 shows that the PD control of the system produced a very significant
steady-state error providing using a unit step input.
It was worthwhile to compare the root locus and the step response of the closed
loop linearized system with the experimentally tuned PD controller that was used in the
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identification process. The transfer function of the PD controller is given by equation
(5 — 29) below. The root locus and the step response of the closed loop system are shown
in Figures 56 and 57.
GPd2 = - 2500 -51s

(5 - 29)

Notice that the experimentally tuned PD controller, equation (5 — 29) satisfies
conditions (5 — 26,27) for the system stability.
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Figure 56: Closed loop system with the experimentally tuned PD controller root locus

The complex conjugate roots were closer to the origin than they were in Figure 54
which led to a smaller steady-state error. However, the damping ratio for this mode
decreased which will increase overshoot.

StopffMpOflM

1.6

THM(—C)
Figure 57: Step response of the closed loop system with the experimentally tuned PD
controller

Comparing the step responses of the two PD controllers in Figure 58, it can be seen
that the experimentally tuned controller produces relatively faster response with less steadystate error for the step response than the designed PD controller. However, some
oscillations with relatively high overshoot appeared. In both cases the steady state error is
undesirable.
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Figure 58: Designed PD vs. experimentally tuned PD closed loop step response
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5.3.2 PID Control
It is well known that PID controllers reduce or eliminate steady-state error. As a
result, a PID controller was designed for the system to eliminate the steady state error
which occurs when using PD control. As was done before, the Routh stability criterion was
followed to design the PID controller as follows:

Plant (G)

Figure 59: Block diagram of the closed loop plant with PID controller

The PID controller transfer function was written as follows:

GPID = K p + K d s + J

(5 - 29)

Applying the PID controller to the system and closing the loop as shown in Figure

59 resulted in the closed loop transfer function:
z

num(G P W ) * num(C)

zc

den(jG P W ) * den(G) + num(G P I D ) * num(G)

^

The closed loop for the linear single axis hybrid maglev ball with PID controller was
found by substituting equations (5 — 17,22) into equation (5 — 30) as follows:
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-(KpS + K d s 2 +

£=
ZC

khc

r4 _- k
lr h *» s
c33 - K
ISa }*±
L ifcsr-22 — (I,
A- V
bJ
\.
<. r.s — IS
s*
jJ »*. fc
(*,, • J +
K p jJ. It,
K, » ^. ft,,c

(5 - 31)
Now, applying the Routh stability criterion [16] on the closed loop transfer
function:

a
s4

ki
-Kda — *ki.l c
m

1

s3

ki
-K,* — *ki.l c
m

(
k,
ki
- lkt1 *"f + frpIT
\
m
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- ktH

0
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k','K^tkh

S2
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+
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-kt.
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m
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t(il)
icJ
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V 1 m
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1

m
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Tr ki
Kt * — * ki.
h"
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For stability, the following condition should be satisfied:

kh < 0

ki

Kd —
m *ki,l<= <0

ki
Ki * * ki.
<0
llc
' m
~ki, * kz
kP < T i Hr
P
kh * ^
m

K, <

+

+

* "O] (*'. 'm + K'm" *0

kikiickl

(5 - 33)
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The first condition in equation (5 — 33) is already satisfied, the second two
conditions show that the differential and integral gains should have negative values in
order to maintain the stability of the system. The fourth condition yields:
-52.9358 * -670.2484
KV <
p

» , r » o

r o oorr>

0.4593 *58.3850

< "1323.08

(5
- 34)J
v

And the last condition in equation (5 — 33) provides the relationship between the
PID controller gains as follows:
f—52.9358 * K d + K v + 1323.081(1323.08 + K v )
K ' <1

(5"35>

1X4.946

A PID controller-equation (5 — 36) was designed for the system according to the
conditions shown in equations (5 — 33,34,35). Hence, the closed loop root locus for the
system with the controller is shown in Figure 60.
The step response of the closed loop system with the PID controller is shown in
Figure 61, the input was a unit step.
-51.59s2- 1920s - 2750
Grid —

(5 — 36)
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Figure 60: Closed loop system with the designed PID controller root locus

Although Figure 60 shows that the application of the PID controller produced a
well augmented closed loop root locus for the system, PID controllers in general may lead
to a significant overshoot [16].
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Step Response
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Figure 61: Step response of the closed loop system with the designed PID controller

Figure 61 shows that the application of PID controller to the system caused a
significant overshoot, which is undesirable for this application.
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5.3.3 PID with Pre-Filter
In order to reduce the overshoot associated with using a PID controller for the
single axis hybrid maglev, the pre-filter technique was applied. However, there are other
techniques to reduce overshoot associated with using PID, such as the anti-wind-up
technique which is frequently used when there is saturation in some part of the system.
The advantages of using the pre-filter technique are that it does not affect the
stability of the system and it does not modify the root locus of the system with the
compensator. The closed loop system block diagram is shown in Figure 62.

PID

Plant (G)

Figure 62: Block diagram of the closed loop plant with PID controller and Pre-filter

The open loop transfer function for the pre-filter and the closed loop system with
the compensator was represented:
Gel = Gpf * GcipiD

(5 - 37)

The designed PID controller has the transfer function represented by equation
(5 — 38). The lag pre-filter used to alleviate the overshoot has the transfer function
represented by equation (5 — 39).
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-48.6 sA2 - 1849 s - 1800
Gpid ~

~ 38)

Gp/ =

0.17 s + 1
___
s+ 1

(5_39)

The root locus of the closed loop system with the PID, equation (5 — 38), is
shown in Figure 63. And the step response of the modified closed loop system with PID
and the pre-filter is shown in Figure 64.
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Figure 63: Closed loop system with the designed PID controller root locus
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Figure 64: Step response of the closed loop system with the designed PID controller
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Figure 65: Step response of the closed loop system with the designed PID controller and
the pre-filter
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It is clearly seen in Figures 64 and 65 that the presence of the pre-filter has
decreased overshoot substantially and produced an acceptable step response.
Applying the PID compensator with the pre-filter to both the nonlinear simulation
and the experiment produced the time response shown in Figures 66 and 67.
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Figure 66: Hybrid maglev ball response using the designed PID and the pre-filter
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Figure 67: Hybrid maglev ball output current using the designed PID and the pre-filter

The spike that occurred in the time response, as shown in Figures 66 and 67, was
due to the large force required to lift the ball from the stand, which was quite a distance
away relative to the command gap. In order to avoid this, the integrator was turned off at
the beginning of the levitation and the damping was increased. When the suspended
object is close to the command gap the integrator turns on and the additional damping
decreases gradually until it becomes fully operated by the designed PID controller near the
desired gap. With these modifications, the nonlinear simulation and the experiment
produced the time responses shown in Figures 68, 69 and 70.
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Figure 68: Mcxlified hybrid maglev ball response using the designed PID and the pre-filter
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Figure 69: Modified hybrid maglev ball response using the designed PID and the pre-filter
zoomed at the box shown in Figure 68
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Figure 70: Modified hybrid maglev ball output current using the designed PID and the prefilter

Figures 68, 69 and 70 show that the system follows the command without a
significant steady state error or overshoot in the command gap. A slight offset occurs in the
levitation due to the absence of the integrator. However, it is small and far from the
command gap. In addition, Figures 68, 69 and 70 support the validity of the derived model
and the nonlinear simulation.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, conclusions that can be extracted from this thesis are discussed, and
some recommendations are stated in terms of what research can be done as a continuation
of this work concerning the dynamics of hybrid maglev systems.

6.2 CONCLUSIONS
A dynamic model for a single axis hybrid maglev ball system was developed. This
model was derived starting from first principles for electromagnetism. Detailed derivation
steps were provided following a systematic and simple approach. The derived model was
found to be very similar to the dynamic model for the conventional single axis maglev
system, assuming that the permanent magnet was basically an electromagnet with constant
current and correcting the air gap reluctance to account for the magnetic reluctance of the
permanent magnet.
The theoretically derived equations were then identified to model a single axis
hybrid maglev ball experiment. This identification was developed following the parametric
identification method to fit the derived theoretical model for a single axis hybrid maglev
ball experiment utilizing actual measurements. The Linear Least Square method was
followed to estimate the unknown parameters.
Rigorous validity tests were executed for the identified model. A numerical
nonlinear simulation was built for the experiment using the MatLab ® simulation
platform, Simulink ®. Some test cases were performed for the nonlinear simulation and
then compared with the corresponding real-time experimental outputs. This comparison
showed that the simulation closely describes the actual system, and as a result, it can be
concluded that the derived and identified model is valid.
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The deviation of the theoretical model from the actual system was investigated with
the aid of Comsol Multiphysics® software. Based on the investigation results, two new
parameters were introduced to correct the theoretical model to fit the actual system. Those
parameters were analogous to physical process efficiency; the first one represented the
efficiency of magnetic flux linkage, and the second denoted the effective air gap cross
sectional area. Accordingly, it can be concluded that the system can be identified by
estimating the values of those two parameters in order to increase the accuracy of the
identified model.
The identified model for the single axis hybrid maglev ball experiment was
linearized using Taylor series expansions about a so-called equilibrium gap. The
equilibrium gap was selected as the position where the permanent magnet could maintain
the suspended object independently, i.e. the zero excitation current levitation. With the
linearized model, the state space representation and the transfer function of the
experiment were developed. The root locus (Evan's) plots for the linearized model were
then employed to analyze the dynamics of the study system, and it was found that the
system had a pole on the right side of the complex plane. It can be concluded from these
results that the single axis hybrid maglev system is similar to the conventional single axis
maglev system since it was highly unstable.
Simple PD, PID and PID with pre-filter controllers were designed for the system,
based on the linearized model. The Routh stability criterion was applied for the linearized
model with three control scenarios, PD, PID and PID with pre-filtering in order to specify
the controller gains that assured system stability. This result showed that all the candidate
controllers can stabilize the system. The dynamic expression of the hybrid maglev system is
equivalent to the dynamic expression of the conventional system with modified equivalent
current and gap. This observation leads to the conclusion that the same controllers that
stabilize conventional maglev systems can stabilize hybrid maglev systems. The symbolic
expressions for the gains that bound the region of stability are equivalent with (/) and (z)
replaced by (leq) and (zeq). The step response of the linearized model with the designed
controllers was explored to determine their viability to the single axis hybrid maglev ball
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system. The most suitable controller was then applied to the nonlinear simulation and the
actual system. Accordingly, comparing the resulting responses from the simulation and the
real time experiment supported the validity of the derived model and the viability of PID
controller with pre-filtering for this application. This result leads to the conclusion that the
single axis hybrid maglev ball system can be stabilized and accurately achieves the required
gap by a simple PID controller with the aid of the pre-filtering technique.

6.3 RECOMMENDATIONS
This research was conducted for a single axis (or one degree of freedom) hybrid
maglev system. And it is recommended to extend the study to two degrees of freedom
systems i.e. incorporating for lateral motion.
Based on the results of the deviation of theoretical model, it is recommended to
perform further analysis using Comsol Multiphysics® for the hybrid magnet used in the
experiment to determine a suitable core tip geometry. The desired geometry must maintain
the lateral stability and reduce lost magnetic flux. This will consequently lead to lower
power consumption.
The effect of the pedestal force was found to have a significant impact on the
dynamical behavior of the suspended object. Therefore, the design of the control system
for electromagnetic suspension application becomes more challenging when encountering
the pedestal force. The reason for that challenge is that this force was not included in the
theoretical dynamic model for electromagnetic suspension systems; however, it was
modeled as spring-damper forces acting upon the suspended object at the pedestal.
Accordingly, it is recommended to conduct further studies for this type of force to include
it in the dynamic model for the maglev system in order to avoid unexpected dynamical
behaviors in initiating levitation.
The hybrid magnet technique was shown to be feasible in terms of power
consumption and dynamic behavior. Therefore, it is recommended that this type of
magnet system be applied to the Old Dominion University Maglev vehicle and perform a
complete study of the dynamics and control for the hybrid maglev technology on full scale
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vehicles. This study is recommended to cover both theoretical and experimental aspects.
Furthermore, it is recommended that flexible structures, flux feedback and lateral motion
on full scale hybrid maglev vehicles be examined.
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APPENDIX A
MATLAB ® CODE
V* •. '•-•'

V: >; •-.;'' ' /

' o

V; V; G

•-': 7

'- •> v • ';

'*'• 6 V; V; ' - ' •:'•':'• -

v'

• '• •, ;

%

.

• '•

^SINGLE AXIS HYBRID MAGLEV BALL SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

'•

't V; •; -5

•'• i

•''f.

•;, -r. C -• !* '* i

-s '•'•!* 'h s *; f I < •'•. -t't • • •<>

i '•

h r;

*; „

clc;clear a l l ;

hDEFINES SYSTEM'S PARAMETERS
g=9.81; •• Gravitational Acceleration

m-1.1;

* Suspended 0bje c.t M ass

R=1.1; \Co i1 R es i s t a nc e

-EXPERIMENTAL DATA RETRIEVE
Fl=openfig( 'IdentlSposl.fig');
Hl=findobj(F1, 'type 1 ,' 1 ine');
FlA-openfig ('rdent16AAmpl.fi g');
HlA=findobj(F1A,' type', 1 1ine 1 );
FICA-openfig(' I dent 1 GArnpl. f i g ' ) ;
HlCA=findobj(F1CA,' type','line 1 );

'STORES EXPERIMENTALLY MEASSURED GAP, CURRENT OUTPUT AND CURRENT
COMMAND
TIES P.
x_datal=get(HI, 'xdata' );
y_datal=get(HI, ' ydata ');
x_datalA=get(H1A,' xdata');
y_datalA=get(H1A, ' ydata');
x_datalCA=get(H1CA,' xdata');
y_datalCA=get(H1CA,' ydata');
CLOSE ALL FIGURES TO SAVE STORAGE SPACE
close ai1

DEFINES TIME VARIABLE AS SYMBOL
t=sym('L');

-CURVE FITTING CONSTANTS FOR MEASURED DATA (USING CFTOOL!
al=14.067487558308208; bl=6.282149168966904; cl=0.005958 656391831;
all=0.039363870277331; bll=0.253036418329836; cll=9.064593395183646;
al2=0.015040867 902504; bl2=0.418415719514 968; cl2=15.177 402190250918;
al3=0.009063684 939823; bl3=6.282194 900053306; cl3=-0.014170926108879;
acl=12.745289887182656; bcl=6.28154 4244291473; ccl=0.033075354748506;

•FITTING EQUATIONS FOR GAP, CURRENT OUTPUT AND CURRENT COMMAND
polylZ=all*sin(bll*t+cll)+al2*sin(bl2*t+cl2)+al3*sin<bl3*t+cl3);
polylA=al*sin(bl*t+cl);
polylCA=acl*sin(bcl*t+ccl);

•CALCULATES TIME DERIVATIVES FOR FITTED CURVES
dpolylA=diff(polylA);
dpolylz=diff(polylZ);
ddpolylz=diff(dpolylz);

• RENAMES EXPERT MENTAL DATA AND CALCULATES TIME DERIVATIVES
Ic=y_datalCA I ; ';RAW EXPERIMENTAL CURRENT COMMAND
I=y_datalA* ;
-RAW EXPERIMENTAL CURRENT OUTPUT
Ith=subs (polylA, x_datal'); -' CURVE FITTING CURRENT OUTPUT
Icth=subs(polylCA,x_datal' );
^CURVE FITTING CURRENT COMMAND
DDIc=!c-I; ICURRENT DIFFERENCE

di=subs (dpolylA, x_datal' ); -• CURRENT TIME DERIVATIVE
Z=y_datal'; -RAW EXPERIMENTAL SUSPENDED OBJECT POSITION

zth-subs(polylZ,x_datal'); -CURVE FITTING GAP RESPONSE
dz=subs(dpolylz, x_datal' ) ; SUSPENDED OBJECT VELOCITY
ddz=subs(ddpolylz,X_datal'); ^SUSPENDS OBJECT ACCELERATION
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•' ARX FORM OF DYNAMIC MODEL
Y=(zth).*(g-ddz)."0.5;
phil=Ith;
phi2=ones(numel(Ith), 1);
phi 3=(g-ddz). A 0.5;
PHI=[phil phi2 phi3];

•LINEAR LEAST SQUARE PARAMETER ESTIMATION
[x,r,re]=lsqlin(PHI,Y, [],[],[],[], [10 A -5 0.1 -0.007], [10 A -2 0.3 0.005]);

. R E N AM ES 1D E NT T FIF.D P AR AMETER S
K _S=X(1)"2*1.1; ATTRACTION FORCE
Al=x (2)/x(l);
'?• PERMANENT MAGNET
A2=-x ( 3) ;
v,PERMANENT MAGNET
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•ARX FORK OF ELECTRICAL MODEL
Yc=-1*R*(Ith);
phil=-l*(-di./(zth+A2) + (Ith+Al).*dz./(zth+A2). A 2);
phi2=Icth-Ith;
phi=[phil phi2];

HLINEAR LEAST SQUARE PARAMETER ESTIMATION
[xl,rl,rel]=lsqlin(phi,Yc,[],[],[],[], [-6.5*10^-3 9],[-10^-6 13])

"STORES IDENTIFIED PARAMETERES
K_sc=xl(l); -'Inductance Constant
KA=x 1 (2);
" • Amplifier
Gain
o
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''
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-DIRECT APPLICATION OF EXPERIMENTSL DATA INTO IDENTIFIED EQUATION
•; V: :>

:v, ^ •; V-

^ i 'C -S

V.

^

:C

V; "V-

V- <;

' ' •, v.

V- V'.

^

"r;

zver=zeros (numel (x_datal), 1); -.Verification Gap response vari abie
Iver=zeros(numel(x_datal),1) ; Verification Current Ontput variab
Ldot-zeros(numel(x_datal,1) ); »First time derivative of Inductanc
j=l; « Counter

.APPLICATION OF IDENTIFIED EQUATIONS
for i=l:numel(x_datal)

SIDENTIFIED GAP
zver(j, 1)=sqrt(K_s*(Ith(i,1)+A1) A 2/(m*g-m*ddz(i,1)))-A2;

11 DENT IFIED CURRENT OUTPUT
Iver(j,1)=(K_sc*di(i,1)/(zth(i,1)+A2)-KA*Icth(i,1)-...
K_sc*Al*dz(i,1)/(zth(i,1)+A2) A 2)/(-KAR+K_sc*dz(i,1)/(zth(i,1)+A2) A 2);

-IDENTIFIED FIRST DERVATIVE OF INDUCTANCE
Ldot(j, 1)=-K_s/(z(i,1)+A2) A 2*dz(i,1);
j=j+i;
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end

.VALIDATION! FIGURES
figure (1)

EQUATION OE' MOTION VALIDATION
plot(x_datal,z, 1 k 1 ,x_datal, zver, ' r' }
legend ('Kxpe r i men t gap','I den-if ica ti on Gap')
xlabel (' time (sec)')
ylabel (' Gap (m) 1 )
figure (2)

;.KLECTRICA_ CIRCUIT EQUATION VALIDATION
plot(x_datal,I,'k *,x_datal, Iver, ' r')
legend('Experiment Current Output','Identification Current Output')
xlabel('t i me (sec) ')
ylabel('Curre nt (Amp)')
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APPENDIX B
STOKES' THEOREM
A generalization of the curl of a vector, as shown in the following equation, can be
obtained by relaxing the limit that dS -» 0.

fV.xdl
(dV y
(curl of1 V)J zz = lim ——— = I —
d.s-*o dS
\dx

dia
—)

dy)

(B — 1)
K

J

Multiplying by dS yields:

f arllddS

mV X

- (V x V).ndS

(fl - 2)

Where n is the unit vector normal to the element of surface about which the
contour integral is taken. Figure 70 has a large surface S bounded by the curve C and
shows the element areas of which it is composed.

Direction of r

Figure 71: Stokes' theorem
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Let us carry the contour integral on the left-hand side of equation (5 — 2) about
the perimeters of all these small areas and then add the results. The inserts to the figure
show that the T are oppositely directed on the common sides of adjacent regions. As a
result, the individual path integrals give opposite contributions on their common sides and
cancel when they are added. The exceptions to this cancellation are on the perimeter curve,
where the integrals are found on only one side. Therefore, after adding the integrals
around all the infinitesimal areas, we are left with only the contributions on C, the
perimeter of S. Also, adding the surface contributions on the right-hand side of equation
(B — 2) yields the integral over the entire surface bounded by C. We then have

(B — 3)

Where it is understood that the contour integral over the bounding curve C and
the surface integral is over the entire surface bounded by C. It is important to realize that it
has not been necessary to specify the surface 5, which has the curve C as its boundary.
Equation ( B — 3 ) is remarkable in that surface 5 can be any surface terminated by C .
equation (B — 3) is Stokes' theorem.
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